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1 12 white bulls May your enemies beware the White Bulls!
2 Caduceus staff A very powerful staff. Use in battle to increase your health!
3 Medusa head shield Ah! In battle it will stun your victims. You will surely be victorious.
4 Narcissus flower The sweet smell of the flower aids in your healing during battle.
5 Triton drawn chariot This gift will only work in the sea.
6 arrow of vengeance Use this arrow in the heat of battle & your enemies will certainly be defeated.
7 ball of thread How tangled one can become in this thread.
8 bee balm During battle, this will increase your health.
9 bones of mother An entire race of humans has sprung forth from the bones of mother earth.

10 book of wisdom Ah... open its pages and you shall certainly gain wisdom!
11 bow & quiver Use these darts to gain in romance.
12 charisma You will be liked by all. Especially the shop keepers.
13 dolphin The dolphin will help you in battles on the reef.
14 dragon teeth Plant these in the ground during the heat of a battle.
15 drinking horn Drink the juice of the horn and you shall gain a blessing.
16 enchanted apple Use this item to mystify your enemies in battle.
17 enchanted corn The enchanted corn will bring a gift of strength to the eater.
18 enchanted lyre This musical instrument will surely charm your enemies to slumber!
19 enchanted seaweed Struggling in the battles of the deep? Use the powers of the enchanted seaweed.
20 enchanted spear You certainly will want to use this in battle, my child.
21 fountain In battle, you may let the fountain flow over you and bring healing.
22 gold coin This coin can multiply into many!
23 golden apple Having trouble in battle? Your golden apple will help you.
24 golden bridle Pegasus can be tamed with the golden bridle.
25 golden cup Set your golden cup on the waters...
26 honey cakes These cakes have been known to tame the wildest beasts.
27 laurel branch Remember the tale of Daphne... t'was the laurel which aided in her escape.
28 mighty wind These mighty winds will blow... blow... blow.... use them in battle.
29 peacock tail The peacock tail has many eyes. Use this gift of Hera's wisely in battle.
30 rays of the sun The healing rays of the sun. These are used during battle to heal your wounds.
31 sacred cat Artemis' sacred cat is mesmerizing isn't she? Use her in battle!
32 sea horse Ah yes, the sea horse. Quick and agile, he can be a good way of escape!
33 sea turtle Don't be deceived by this slow creature. He will be invaluable in sea battles!
34 serpent Python Apollo's pet, the Python. Set him loose on your enemies in battle and...
35 tapestry View the many woven pictures and gain wisdom my child.
36 thunderbolt Ah! The thunderbolt! Use it in battle to be victor over your enemies!
37 trident Oceanus' trident! You surely cannot lose in a battle with this!
38 winged ram Use this gift when you are having difficulties in battle.
39 wreath of victory Ah, Nike's wreath! Strength in battle will be granted with this gift!
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Struggling in the battles of the deep? Use the powers of the enchanted seaweed.
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